
STOVES PIKO FRAME

Fire love. For a lifetime.
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Piko Frame Solitär

Piko Frame Solitär

PIKO FRAME

VARIANT

With its clean, geometric shapes, the Piko Frame Solitaire stove 

adds a unique touch to any interior design. Two high, L-shaped 

glasses offer an impressive view of the fire. Elegant design 

elements such as an elongated door handle and narrow 

shadow gaps emphasise the linear layout. The integrated 

ash pan is a practical feature: It is easy to remove for clean 

disposal of the ash. The Piko Frame Solitaire model in white and 

titanium, two of ten available pre-configured variants, is an ideal 

solution for any interior design.

COLOURS

White Titanium

SMART FIREPLACE  
ASSISTANCE FUNCTIONS

S-Thermatik NEO 
(combustion control)

S-USI II 
(underpressure control)

Piko Frame 
Solitär

A+

4.5 - 7.7 kW

5.9 kW

1410 mm

Clean design, focus on the fire
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Piko Frame Furniture

Piko Frame Furniture

PIKO FRAME

Ample space with 
wood store on the side

Piko Frame 
Furniture

A+

4.5 - 7.7 kW

5.9 kW

1410 mm

VARIANT

The Piko Frame Furniture will draw your eye 

with its clean, modern design that fits seam-

lessly into any interior style. Its tall, L-shaped 

glasses offer an unobstructed view of the fire 

from two perspectives. This makes the stove 

ideal as a corner solution. 

On its side, the Piko Frame Furniture is flanked 

by a narrow, integrated metal shelf. The open 

box is perfect for storing wood supplies right 

next to the stove. This means no going out in 

the cold to fetch wood in winter and the wood 

stays nice and dry. Visually, the integrated 

wood store on the stove underlines the rustic 

look. For the body colours, there is a choice of 

dark titanium or bright white. The model takes 

its name from the frame as a design element. 

An elegant Nero (black) was used for these 

frame elements on the shelf and body. 

COLOURS

White Titanium

SMART FIREPLACE  
ASSISTANCE FUNCTIONS

S-Thermatik NEO 
(combustion control)

S-USI II 
(underpressure control)
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Piko Frame Living

Piko Frame Living

PIKO FRAME

SMART FIREPLACE  
ASSISTANCE FUNCTIONS

S-Thermatik NEO 
(combustion control)

S-USI II 
(underpressure control)

The Piko Frame Living stove was created for cosy 

moments by the fire. A practical bench is integrated in the 

sophisticated frame structure. On cool evenings, it invites 

you to relax by the comfy warm fireplace. The model 

combines the homelike feel of a classic stove with modern, 

functional design. And there’s another practical detail: A 

tall, narrow metal box for storing firewood complements the 

fireplace. Available with white or titanium-coloured body 

and contrasting black frame elements. 

Cosy comfort 
with a bench COLOURS

White Titanium

Piko Frame 
Living

A+

4.5 - 7.7 kW

5.9 kW

1455 mm

VARIANT
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